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Protein sequence motifs support the understanding of the features that are 
important for the folded protein in the membrane environment. The protein 
sequence motif analysis is helpful for target mutagens studies, 
for investigations of diseases and further studies.

A motif XYn corresponds to amino acid X 
and Y with X,Y  Є 20 canonical amino acids 
separated by (n-1) variable residues.
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● Separation of motifs by a residue specific distribution.
● Position specific separation and clustering
● Clustering into transmembrane, non-transmembrane and                  
  transition regrions
● Motif positions with great similarity as a direct leaf neighbors
● Propensities of each amino acid relative to natural amino acid-         
  specific frequencies
● F-measure up to over 0.9 within all derived protein families
● Prediction of location inside of the protein’s topology 
  for the majority of identified motifs.
● Functional relevance and diverse specificity of motifs with
 rather small F-measure.

This heatmap visualization allows a sensitive 
approach to analyse amino acid propensities of 
each variable position of a motif according to 
topology states. Here, the heatmap is separated
by topology states, so that amino acid propensities 
become obvious. For example, cystein can be 
observed more frequently at the fourt variable 
position of transmembrane-located LG5 motifs.

WebLogos of the LG5 motif in the order of three topology states ’TM’ (WebLogo A), ’nTM’ 
(WebLogo B) and ’trans’ (WebLogo C). However, the symbol height in each logo reflect only the 
relative occurrence of the corresponding amino acid. Additionally, background amino acid-
specific frequencies are not taken into account which decreases the sensitivity of this method.
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● Investigation of motifs based on evolution
 conserved residue interactions
● Detection of structure forming and protein
 stabilizing motifs
● Motifs in relationship to other motifs
 (co-*-co-occurrence).
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